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Abstract 

The spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) attack in the literature is one of the key adversaries to the success of 

cognitive radio networks (CRNs). The SSDF attack is also known as Byzantine attack. In the past years, the research 

on the Byzantine attack and defense strategies has gained worldwide increasing attention. In this paper, we provide a 

comprehensive survey on the recent advances in the Byzantine attack and defense for CSS in CRNs. Specifically; we 

first briefly present the CSS techniques for general readers, including signal detection techniques, hypothesis testing, 

and data fusion. Second, we analyze the Byzantine attack and defense from three aspects: the vulnerability of CSS to 

attack, the obstacles in CSS to defense, and the game between attack and defense. Then, we propose a taxonomy of the 

existing Byzantine attack behaviors and elaborate on the corresponding attack parameters, which determine where, 

who, how, and when to launch attacks. Next, from the perspectives of homogeneous or heterogeneous scenarios, we 

classify the existing Byzantine defense schemes, and provide an in-depth study of byzantine defense commonly known 

as robust or secure CSS in the literature. Finally, we highlight the unsolved research challenges and render the future 

research directions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the openness of wireless channels, wireless 

networks have tendency to suffer from various kinds of 

security threats or attacks, such as jamming, spoofing, 

and wiretap, etc. Generally, attackers aim to deteriorate 

performance of wireless networks in terms of 

confidentiality, integrity, availability, and access control 

[1]. All these security threats do exist in cognitive radio 

networks (CRNs)[3], which open a promising paradigm 

to improve radio spectrum utilization by allowing 

cognitive or unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to 

intelligently employ spectrum holes unused by licensed 

primary users (PUs). Apart from the well-known 

traditional security threats, the cognitive or intelligent 

nature has introduced into CRNs several new kinds of 

attacks [2], The research on the Byzantine attack and 

defense has gained significant achievements recently.  

 

 

The Byzantine attack [4], also named the spectrum 

sensing data falsification (SSDF) attackwhich block the 

applications of cognitive radio techniques in commerce 

and military to a phenomenal extent [5].  

Specifically, spectrum sensing attack is    one of the 

key adversaries to the success of CRNs. According to 

[6], spectrum sensing is known as one key enabling 

technique for cognitive radios to learn from the 

environment and identify when and where the spectrum 

holes exist. 

Simultaneously, defense schemes or countermeasures to 

security threats in traditional wireless networks don’t 

work well when they are confronted with the new 

spectrum sensing attacks. However, in CRNs, the SU 

system requires no significant modifications to the PU 

system [7]. The PU system (i.e., detection objective or 

transmitter) and the SU system (i.e., detector or receiver) 

are generally separated without signaling exchange. It is 

mainly the isolation of the PU system and the SU system 

which makes the countermeasures adapted in traditional 

networks invalid in CRNs and acts as a major limited 

condition in designing effective defense schemes against 

spectrum sensing attacks. 
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SSDF [8], is a kind of insider attack in PHY layer and 

occurs in the process of cooperative spectrum sensing 

(CSS). CSS provides a promising solution to improve 

the detection performance by exploiting the spatial 

location diversity of multiple SUs; however, due to the 

openness of low-layer protocol stacks, CSS is vulnerable 

to endure Byzantine attackers, who pose serious damage 

on the reliability of CSS through falsification of the true 

sensing results. 

The main goals of Byzantine attackers in CSS are 

twofold: the first is to decrease the detection probability 

for disturbing the normal operation of PU systems, and 

the second is to increase the probability of false alarm 

with the purpose of depriving access opportunities of the 

honest SUs [9]. Proper protection of PU systems is the 

premise of CRNs, but it is threatened by miss detection. 

Moreover, data falsification makes the situation worse 

and even uncontrollable, which poses a great obstacle to 

the coexistence of CRNs and PU networks. On the other 

side, the Byzantine attack arises especially when radio 

spectrum resource is scarce. Through falsifying their 

sensing outputs and increasing false alarms, malicious 

users obtain more opportunities of their own 

communications at the cost of others’ loss. 

2. COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING 

TECHNIQUES 

 Spectrum sensing is used to determine whether a 

licensed band is occupied or idle, which can be regarded 

as a binary hypotheses testing problem as follows: 

--- (1) 

where the null hypothesis H0 means the absence of the 

primary signal; while the alternative hypothesis H1 

represents the presence of the primary signal. The 

received signal at time t is r(t), and the noise in the 

receiver is n(t). P0(t) is the PU’s transmit power, and h(t) 

is the channel gain from the PU to the SU. 

 The uncertainty of channel gains, which 

integrate the effects of the random noise, path-loss, 

shadowing, and multi-path fading, makes spectrum 

sensing of a single sensor unreliable, especially in a 

low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) environment. 

Collaborative or cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) is 

introduced as a promising method to improve the 

spectrum sensing performance by exploiting the 

diversity of multiple SUs. To provide the necessary 

background for general readers, in this section, three 

key components of CSS, as depicted in Fig. 1, will be 

briefly discussed:  

 

Fig-1: Key components of Cooperative Spectrum 

Sensing 

2.1 Signal detection techniques are exploited to collect 

PU’s signal on licensed channels and provide the data 

basis for spectrum sensing. Hence, the selection of signal 

detection techniques affects CSS’s implementation and 

performances, such as detection accuracy, complexity, and 

feasibility. 

2.2 Hypothesis testing is a statistic inference method to 

decide whether the primary users are present or not based 

on sensing results from signal detection   techniques. 

2.3 Data fusion is introduced to combine observations or 

decisions from multiple SUs to reach a global decision 

about the availability of the licensed frequency   band. 

2.1Signal Detection Techniques 
 Among many others, the three popular signal 

detection techniques for spectrum sensing include: 

matched filtering detection technique, feature detection 

technique, and energy detection technique [10]. 

Specifically, let r(t) denote the t-th sample of the received 

signal and y denote the output of energy detection. The 

decision rule can be formulated as follows:   

     --- (2) 

where N is the time-bandwidth product, D denotes the 

decision result, and ƞ is the decision threshold. Two vital 

metrics for evaluating the detection performance are: the 

probability of false alarm Pf and the probability of miss 

detection Pd, which can be defined as Pf = Pr (D = H1|H0) 

and Pm = Pr (D = H0|H1), respectively. 

2.2 Hypothesis Testing 
 Hypothesis testing is performed to obtain the 

binary decision on the presence of the primary signal. 

There are different testing methods adopting various 

design rules. Here we investigate three widely adopted 

hypothesis testing methods, i.e., the Bayesian test, the 

Neyman-Pearson test, and the sequence probability ratio 
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test, in the sequel [11]. 

2.2.1 Bayesian Test:  The Bayesian test is proposed to 

minimize the average detection cost or risk given by,

    

     --- (3) 

where P(Hi); i ϵ {0,1} denotes the prior probabilities of 

the underlying hypothesis, Pr(u = Hi|Hj); i; j ϵ {0,1} is the 

conditional probability of declaring u = Hi when Hj is 

true, and Ci;j  i; j ϵ {0,1} is the corresponding cost. To 

minimize the average detection cost, and the optimum 

decision rule is derived as: 

 

          --- (4) 

2.2.2 Neyman-Pearson Test: In many practical 

situations, not only are the prior probabilities 

unknown, but also the cost assignments are difficult to 

make. In this case, the Neyman-Pearson (NP) test is 

introduced to minimize the probability of miss 

detection, Pm, while maintaining the probability of 

false alarm Pf to be lower than an acceptable value α, 

i.e., 

              --- (5) 

the resulting test is performed as follows [21]: 

                       --- (6) 

where λ is the detection threshold calculated based on 

the maximum acceptable probability of false alarm. 

2.3 Sequence Probability Ratio Test: Different 

from the above two hypothesis testing methods of a 

fixed-sample- size, the sequence probability ratio test 

(SPRT) is proposed to shorten the sensing time, where 

samples are collected sequentially and a final decision is 

made as soon as the test statistics TSPRT(k), from k 

samples, satisfies the decision quality [12].  

 ------- (7) 

where ƞ0, and ƞ1 are two detection thresholds calculated by 

sensing requirements, and ƞ0 < ƞ1. New observations are 

taken only when the current sensing results are not 

sufficient. The main advantage of SPRT is that it requires, 

on the average, fewer samples to achieve the same 

detection performance as the fixed-sample-size testing 

methods [19]. 

2.4 Data Fusion 
 In CSS, each SU firstly performs local spectrum 

sensing so as to obtain its individual sensing output. 

Then, data fusion is made to combine the sensing outputs 

from multiple SUs and reach a more reliable sensing 

output by exploiting the spatial diversity.  Based on the 

network infrastructure, data fusion in CSS can be 

classified into two categories: centralized fusion and 

decentralized   fusion. 

2.4.1 Centralized Fusion: In centralized networks, SUs 

individually perform local sensing and report the sensing 

results to the dedicated node called fusion center (FC). 

Then, the FC fuses the received sensing results and 

determines the state of the primary signal.  

2.4.2 Decentralized Fusion: Unlike centralized fusion, 

decentralized fusion has no dedicated central entity exists 

to perform data fusion, and instead, each sensor 

exchanges its sensing output with its neighbors and 

iteratively fuses the sensing outputs from its neighbors.  

3. ATTACK AND DEFENSE 

3.1 Vulnerability of CSS to Attack 
Attack provides malicious users with plenty of 

opportunities to access CRNs and disguise as normal 

sensing nodes. After intrusion, malicious users report 

falsified results instead of real observations to disturb 

normal performances of both primary and secondary 

networks. Typically, malicious users intentionally 

conduct the spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) 

attack or the Byzantine attack  in pursuit of two attack 

objectives as follows [13], [14]: 

3.1.1 Vandalism objective: Interference to the primary 

system. This class of malicious users report channel 

vacancy when the sensing results indicate that the 

channel is busy.  

3.1.2 Exploitation objective: This class of malicious 

users send channel busy information when their 

sensing results indicate that the channel is idle.  
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 Fig-2: Sources of unreliability in cooperative 

spectrum sensing 

Although in case of two objectives, the malicious 

users can attack for both two objectives and be in 

pursuit of attack utility maximization [15]. 

3.2 Obstacles to Defense 
 One critical obstacle is to make correct 

distinction between malicious users and legitimate (or 

honest) ones in CSS. As shown in Fig. 2, the process 

of CSS is closely related to PUs’ activities, SUs’ 

behaviors and wireless channels’ characteristics, all of 

which contribute the sources of the unreliability of 

spectrum sensing measurements in CSS. Uncertainty 

means that even legitimate SUs may report false 

values due to limited sensing capability or effects of 

uncertain sensing environment. Viciousness means 

that a SU is essentially malicious and intentionally 

reports falsified values. Both two factors contribute to 

the unreliability of measurements, deteriorating 

performance of CSS. From this perspective, 

uncertainty of measurements helps malicious users 

hide from being detected. 

3.3  Game between the Byzantine Attack and  

Defense 

 Indeed, there is a game between the Byzantine 

attack and defense.  

From the perspective of launching the Byzantine 

attack, Byzantine users have to take into account the 

factors: attack gain, attack cost and attack risk, 

explained as follows: 

3.3.1 Attack profit denotes exploitation gain and 

vandalism gain obtained through   falsification; 

3.3.2 Attack action includes intrusion cost, 

communication cost, and so on, which are expended to 

launch attack; 

3.3.3 Attack risk can be formulated as the product of the 

probability of being identified and consequent potential 

punishment.  

Similarly, from the perspective of defense schemes, 

there are also three aspects deserving consideration: 

3.3.4 Defense reliability, which is closely related to attack 

situations and the final spectrum sensing performance 

together. For example, the maximum acceptable malicious 

users under limitation of detection performance can be 

used to evaluate the effectiveness. 

3.3.5 Defense efficiency, which includes convergence rate 

[16], defense cost [17], and computation complexity. 

Convergence rate is an essential metric and the lower the 

convergence rate is, the shorter effective time for 

transmitting is, especially in decentralized networks [18]. 

3.3.6 Defense universality, which characterizes the 

universality of defense algorithms.  

 Majority of existing defense  algorithms  focus  on  

improving  defense  reliability  to  specific  attack  

behavior. In [15], a generalized modeling approach for 

sensing data with an arbitrary abnormal component is 

proposed, and a data cleansing-based robust spectrum 

sensing algorithm is developed to tackle this generalized 

attack. 

4. BYZANTINE ATTACK 

4.1 Attack Parameters: 

 As shown in Fig. 3 the Byzantine attack can be 

described mainly by four parameters, attack scenario, 

attack population, attack basis, and attack opportunity, 

which answer about where, who, how, and when to 

launch the Byzantine attack, respectively. The four 

parameters are briefly explained as follows: 
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Fig-3: A classification of SSDF/ Byzantine attack 

4.1.1 Attack Outline depicts where attackers act in, 

i.e., the network circumstance. CSS is classified into 

centralized and decentralized based on whether 

there exists a node receiving and fusing all 

sensing results. This type of CSS determines the 

way of SUs cooperating, greatly influencing attack 

behaviors, and is chosen as the classification 

standard of networks. 

 

4.1.2 Attack support denotes information based 

on which malicious users falsify measurements 

and solves how to launch attacks. The original 

information is local sensing results, and extra 

information includes other SUs’ sensing results, 

fusion rules, and so on. An abundant attack basis can 

assist malicious users to design effective attack 

strategies. 

4.1.3 Attack occasion answers about when to 

attack. At a certain slot, malicious users may decide 

whether or not to attack with a certain probability. 

Besides, attackers may take into consideration of this 

current state, such as sensing results and attack 

expectation [19].  

4.1.4 Attack  occupancy  is  a  basic  metric  of  the  

Byzantine  attack  answering  about  who  to  attack,  

and  is  equal  to the percentage of malicious users in 

all secondary users, dedicating to what degree of 

severity networks suffer from attackers. Naturally, as 

the attack population increases, results of data fusion 

leans more to the Byzantine users[20]. 

4.2 Attack Models:  

The Current work on the Byzantine attack is 

summarized as follows: 

 Centralized Independent Probabilistic Small-scale 

(CIPS) attack [21] [22] 

 De-centralized Independent Probabilistic small-scale 

(DIPS) attack  

 Centralized Dependent Probabilistic small-scale 

(CDPS) attack  

 De-centralized Dependent Probabilistic small-scale 

(DDPS)attack 

 Centralized Dependent Non-Probabilistic small-

scale (CDNS) attack  

 Centralized Independent Probabilistic Massive 

(CIPM) attack and 

 Others…….[No related works have been done, yet] 

 Based on Fig. 4, we select four typical attack models as 

illustrated and provide with detailed description in 

sequence. 

 
Fig-4: Typical attack models 

The commonly studied attack model is summarized as 

follows: 

4.2.1 CIPS [23]: The most common attack model is 

the Centralized Independent Probabilistic Small-

Scale (CIPS) attack. In centralized cooperative 

sensing scenarios, the number of malicious users is 

in a minority. Each malicious user independently 

launches spectrum attack based only on its own 

observations in the current slot, since it knows 

nothing about real channel state, other users sensing 

outputs and final fusion results in previous slots. In 

this case, a common method of choosing an attack 

opportunity is probabilistic, i.e., to falsify reports 

with a certain probability at each slot.  

4.2.2 CDPS: Differently, the Centralized 

Dependent Probabilistic Small-Scale (CDPS) attack 

considers extra information beyond each attackers 

own observations, such as other users sensing 

results, fusion rules, or even defense strategies, i.e., 
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dependent attack basis. The enriched attack basis 

enhances attack behaviors. In particular, malicious 

users may coordinate with each other to falsify data 

consistently, which eliminates collisions between 

attackers and poses serious damage on global 

sensing performances. Nevertheless, in the CDPS 

attack, the attack opportunity is still probabilistic, 

which leads to abnormally high correlation of 

attackers and may finally accelerate malicious users’ 

exposure. 

4.2.3 CDNS: In the Centralized Dependent Non-

probabilistic Small-Scale (CDNS) attack, malicious 

users consider non- probabilistic attack opportunity to 

fully exploit attack basis timeliness and achieve a more 

stealthy attack. Specifically, whether to launch attack is 

related to attack expectancy, which means that attackers 

will evaluate attack effectiveness before falsifying data. 

That is, attackers intelligently select attack occasions, 

decrease attack risks, and finally improve attacks 

persistency. 

4.2.4 DIPS: Compared to attacks in centralized 

cooperative sensing, Decentralized Independent 

Probabilistic Small-Scale (DIPS) attack considers 

decentralized scenarios, in which both attack basis and 

attack opportunity are enriched. Instead of only its own 

observations, an attacker can also use the neighbors’ 

reports as attack outline, which enables it to have an 

increasingly clear knowledge of other users sensing 

results and real channel states. Simultaneously, the 

consensus process of decentralized networks makes the 

attacker able to inject bad data over and over during the 

algorithm iteration   process. 

 4.3 Enhancement of the attack 
The main characteristics of every parameter and discuss 

their roles in typical attack models, just as illustrated 

in Fig. 5. 

4.3.1 Attack outline: Centralized vs. Decentralized. In 

centralized networks, global performance and attack 

performance are easy to be formulated and analyzed. 

Abundant data resources at the fusion center generally 

make the attackers vulnerable to be detected. However, 

the case is quite different in decentralized scenarios, 

where any user can only communicate with its neighbors 

and obtain limited information. Moreover, a user’s 

sensing output is always the fusion result of its reports, 

its neighbors’, and (indirectly) its neighbors’ sensing 

results via, e.g., an iteration process in the belief 

propagation algorithm [20].  

4.3.2 Attack Support: Independent vs. Dependent. In an 

independent attack, a malicious user only knows its own 

observation and has no idea about the real spectrum state 

and other users’ sensing outputs. Nevertheless, the situation 

becomes better in dependent attacks, where attackers 

have a better ability of predicting attack results and then 

achieve better management of attack behaviors.  

4.3.3 Attack Occupancy: Probabilistic vs. Non-

probabilistic. Attack opportunity is a critical metric 

influencing malicious users’ stealthiness. Specifically, in 

probabilistic attacks, malicious users decide whether to 

launch attack or not in each sensing process randomly or 

with a certain probability. Considering existence of smart 

attackers aiming to conceal their attack behaviors at the 

same time of guaranteeing attack performances, non-

probabilistic attacks with more flexible setting of attack 

occasions have also been investigated, where malicious 

users decide whether to launch attack or not based on 

the specified sensing output. 

 
Fig-5: Summary of various attack parameters and 

typical attack models 

4.3.4 Attack Occupancy: Small-scale vs. Massive. In 

most related work, small-scale attacks are considered, 

where malicious users are assumed to be in a minority 

and have limited effects on final decisions. On the 

other side, the massive attack, where malicious users 

are assumed to be in a majority, has received quite few 

attentions till now. The secondary networks, in a small 

area, the massive attack may occur [14] and the 

corresponding attack performance could be much more 

powerful. Therefore, more research efforts on the 

massive attack are needed. 

5. BYZANTINE DEFENSE 
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Byzantine defense aims to find out Byzantine attackers 

and mitigate the negative effects of falsified sensing reports 

on CSS performance. As shown in Fig. 6, from the 

perspective of data production, sensors’ sensing outputs are 

closely related to wireless channel characteristics. 

Wireless channels are identical for all sensors, and then one 

sensor can be a reference for others. This case is considered 

in most existing related work, which we call the 

homogeneous sensing scenario here. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig-6: Illustration of homogeneous/heterogeneous 

cooperative spectrum sensing scenarios. 

 

However, this case is only applicable to a small sensing 

area. When involved with a large sensing area, especially 

with complex terrain and buildings, it does not work any 

longer. We call the latter case as the heterogeneous sensing 

scenario. Based on this classification, in Fig. 7 we sum up 

previous studies on defense algorithms.  

5.1 Homogeneous Sensing Scenario 

 In a homogeneous sensing scenario, all sensors 

are expected to behave in a similar manner, which makes it 

appropriate to use a universal standard on behalf of honest 

ones to evaluate all sensors and find out outliers. The 

universal references [28] can be concluded as follows: 

5.1.1 Global decision: A user receives and fuses 

sensing results from others, compares the fused results 

with sensors’ local decisions, and declares sensors with 

a low level of consistency as malicious users. In this 

method, CSS provides the defense scheme with a 

reference and the defense scheme improves CSS in 

turn. 

5.1.2 Mean: The receiver estimates the mean value and 

variance of reports, and calculates the deviations of a 

sensor’s report and mean value. Although legitimate 

sensors’ observations share some uncertainty, malicious 

sensors falsify raw observations and report fake results 

with larger deviations. Here robust estimation of the mean 

value is critical for the defense performance. Obviously, 

this method adapts to soft fusion. 

5.1.3 Underlying distribution: Reports are deployed to 

analyze reporting behaviors and abnormal sensors are 

declared as malicious users. Legitimate or honest sensors’ 

reports obey to the identical underlying distribution, while 

malicious users falsify sensing data and the reports show 

different distributions. Comparison of reports or metrics 

extracted from reports can reveal the discrepancy in term 

of distributions. 

 

Fig-7: Classification of existing defense algorithms 

against typical Byzantine attacks 

5.1.4 Utility: Malicious users are assumed as rational 

individuals in pursuit of maximizing their attack 

utilities, including incentive and penalty. Malicious 

users can adapt their behaviors to achieve their 

objective while the network introduces appropriate 

penalty and incentives to guide them to stop cheating 

and report honestly. 

 

Honest sensor Malicious sensor 

Homogeneous scenario  Heterogeneous 

scenario 

Primary  
UserUseruser 
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Table-1: Current study on defense in 

homogeneous   scenarios 

 

5.2 Heterogeneous Sensing Scenario 
 Different from SUs in a homogeneous sensing 

scenario, SUs, in a heterogeneous scenario, share 

discrepant detection performances [24], due to 

shadowing, path-loss, and multi-path shading, just as 

illustrated in Fig.6. Defense strategies are introduced to 

tackle with the Byzantine attack in the heterogeneous 

scenario, just as conclude below: 

5.2.1 Propagation model based defense. SUs’ 

observations are closely related to the channel 

propagation characteristics while data falsification 

deteriorates the relation. So from the perspective of 

channel propagation models, the rationality of SUs’ 

reports is evaluated and irrational SUs are identified 

as malicious users. 

5.2.2 Likelihood detection based defense. In a 

heterogeneous adverse scenario, legitimate SUs may 

explore different SS techniques and suffer from various 

fading. As there exists great inconsistency among 

reports, likelihood detection identifies SUs with the 

largest probability of falsifying data as malicious ones, 

i.e., ones who most appropriately explants the 

inconsistency. 

Table-2: Current study on defense in 

heterogeneous   scenarios 

 

 Tables-1 and Table-2 present a summary of 

various Byzantine defense schemes for ho- mogeneous 

scenarios and heterogeneous scenarios, respectively. 

According to the classification in previous two 

subsections, for each kind of defense strategy, the 

strengths and weakness of related references are 

summarized. 

6. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
 Although a number of studies have been done on 

the Byzantine attack and defense for CSS in CRNs, this 

research topic has a great potential for future investigation. 
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6.1 Interactive Game between Attack and  

Defense 

 As illustrated in Fig. 8, spectrum holes and 

primary transmission can be regarded as system 

resources. The Byzantine attack and defense are 

mutually coupled from each other. Attackers need to 

adjust their strategies to keep their negative effects on 

final decisions and avoid defenders detection, while 

defenders have to learn and analyze attack behaviors 

and designs effective defense rules. 

 

 

Fig-8: Interactive game between attack and defense 

6.2 Model Assumption  

6.2.1 Decentralized Attack and Defense : 

         Decentralized networks, such as mobile ad hoc 

networks, have found increasingly wide applications in 

mobile social networking, wireless internet of things, 

and machine-to-machine communications, etc. 

Traditionally, comparing with centralized networks, 

decentralized networks are well recognized as of low 

communication overhead among only local nodes, and 

robustness to single node or link failure. Nevertheless, 

compared to attackers in centralized networks, attackers 

in decentralized network take more advantages such as a 

prior knowledge of the fusion rule, defense algorithms, 

and neighbors’ state information. These advantages 

enable attackers to flexibly adjust attack behaviors. 

Besides, continuous injection of vicious data during 

the iteration process of distributed algorithms (e.g., 

consensus, diffusion, and belief propagation) can change 

the consensus results incrementally and stealthily. 

  6.2.2 Defense under Time-Varying Scenarios: 

 It will be a common thing in CRNs that the 

scenarios are time- varying due to, e.g., the mobility of 

PUs and/or SUs, the variation of attack behaviors and 

PU activities, etc. Correspondingly, efficient defense 

schemes should dynamically adapt to time-varying 

scenarios. Specifically, in mobile CRNs, every SU’s 

sensing environment is time-varying and when 

evaluating the confidence level of a SU’s sensing 

report, location diversity must be taken into 

consideration [21]. 

 

6.2.2.1 Optimal Attack: The optimal attack is considered 

to have the ability to optimize attack performances of 

Byzantine attacker(s), at the same time, generally serves as 

the worst case for the design of a robust defense system. 

For every rational Byzantine attacker, the possible goals to 

launch an attack mainly include: i) maximization of the 

attack gain (i.e., the destructive to CSS), ii) minimization of 

the attack cost (e.g., time and energy consumption),   and 

iii) minimization of the attack risk (e.g., being captured and 

punished). Generally, there are interesting tradeoffs among 

these interactive goals. 

    6.2.2.2 Hybrid Attack and Defense: Various types of      

hybrid attacks are emerging: 

• Hybridization of various Byzantine attack strategies. 

Malfunctioning users and intentional attackers may 

show different behaviors and attackers belong to 

different sets, which may conduct dependent or 

independent attack, respectively. 

• Hybridization of various attacks in physical layer, 

e.g., Byzantine attacks can be combined with the 

primary user emulation (PUE) attack [25]. 

• Hybridization of cross-layer attacks, e.g., the physical 

layer Byzantine attack can be combined with other 

attacks in higher layers, such as a small-backoff 

window attack, and the so-called lion attack [22]. 

In the latter two types above, Byzantine attack 

coordinates with other attacks to achieve powerful 

performances, but how to cooperate and to the launch 

Byzantine attack well still has no good solution. On the 

other side, defense algorithms need to be designed against 

confusing from other attackers and it is possible to 

integrate the authentication from higher layers into the 

MAC-PHY layer [3]. 

6.1 Method 
6.3.1 Universal Defense: So far there have been many 
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attack models for the Byzantine attack in CSS and each 

attack model has several attack parameters, and it is 

expected that more attack models and parameters are 

emerging. Generally, majority of existing defense 

algorithms have been designed for specific attack 

models and perform well only under specific attack 

parameters. To our best knowledge, the work in [15] 

represents one of the first tries to propose a generalized 

approach for Byzantine attack modeling, and the data 

cleansing-based defense scheme developed in [15] has 

been shown to perform well under various attack 

parameters via computer simulations. Consequently, 

attack pattern/model recognition and attack parameter 

estimation are suggested as two key techniques for the 

design of a practical and universal defense scheme. 

6.3.2 Machine Learning based Defense: One critical 

part of defense against the Byzantine attack is to 

analyze data and dig out useful information related with 

users’ behaviors, while machine learning provides 

powerful data mining tools to achieve this task. In fact, 

there are already several preliminary studies using 

various machine learning methods, such as clustering 

algorithms ([9], [19]) and pattern extraction algorithms 

([15], [23]), to defense against the Byzantine attack. 

However, the theory of machine learning itself has 

gained increasing research interest recently ([26],[27]), 

more efforts are needed to bridge the theory advances 

in machine learning and the specific defense algorithm  

designs. 

6.3.3 Prevention based Defense [28]: A promising 

kind of defense schemes, is regarded as one aiming to 

increase difficulty and risks of attack behaviors and 

actively develop the defender’s advantages, which may 

contain such two  factors: 

6.3.3.1 Prevention before attack [29]: It aims to 

make a targeted reinforcement considering 

networks’ vulnerability, which will enhance the 

system’s inborn robustness to attack. For example, 

selectively improve critical nodes’ security levels. 

In consequence, the attack action is increased 

while attack effectiveness declines. 

6.3.3.2 Appropriate counterattack [30]: First of 

all, offending is coordinated with traditional 

defense schemes including bad data detection. 

Here, the counterattack means that users identified 

as malicious ought to be in certain punishment, 

which will improve users’ responsibility widely 

neglected by users due to the openness of the 

underlying    protocols. 

   7. CONCLUSION 

 This paper has provided a comprehensive 

overview of the studies on Byzantine attack and defense 

for CSS in CRNs. To begin with, we analyzed the 

vulnerability of CSS to the Byzantine attack, the 

obstacle to defense and the relation between the 

Byzantine attack and its corresponding defense. Next, 

we highlighted the diversity of Byzantine attack models 

from four aspects as where, who, how, and when to 

launch attacks in details. Then, the state-of-the-art 

Byzantine defense schemes were elaborated from the 

perspective of homogeneous and heterogeneous sensing 

scenarios, respectively. Finally, we depicted the 

potential future research directions. In a nutshell [31], 

the Byzantine attack in CSS is one key adversary to the 

success of CRNs. More efforts are needed to tackle with 

the unsolved research challenges on the Byzantine 

attack and defense in CRNs. 
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